
The Human Ear

The human ear is an organ that allows you to hear
and keep your balance.

Do this experiment to test your hearing.  Fill 5 glasses
with water, each with different amounts. GENTLY tap
the glass to hear the sound the glass makes.   

The glass with the most water sounded:

The glass with the least amount of water sounded: 



The Human Ear

Loop-shaped canals in your inner ear contain fluid and
fine, hairlike sensors that help you keep your balance. 

At the base of the canals are the utricle and saccule, each
containing a patch of sensory hair cells.

Stand up and spin around 10 times.  What is happening

inside your ears? Describe what you think is happening

to your teacher. 

Now watch these great videos!

https://youtu.be/96wZXlF7SyA

https://youtu.be/dOGAQTwCMdM

 



The ear transmits sound waves to the brain,
allowing you to hear sounds.

The ear allows you to hear by converting sound
waves into nerve impulses that are sent to and
interrupted by the brain.

The Human Ear



The Human Ear

The outer ear is the external visible part on the exterior
of the human body.

The middle ear is between both the outer ear and the
inner ear.

The inner ear is found in the bony labyrinth, which is a
complex cavity in the temporal bone.

There are three parts of the human ear, and they
are the outer ear, middle ear and inner ear.



The Human Ear

Earwax has another name

Earwax also goes by its correct medical term, cerumen.

Earwax is not actually wax

It gets its name from its waxy, sticky texture - but earwax is not a
wax. The exact recipe for earwax requires a good dose of sebum
(a body secretion made up mostly of fat), skin cells, sweat and
dirt.

Earwax is pretty important stuff…

Earwax is produced by the ear to clean and protect itself. It’s
secreted by glands in the skin that line the outer half of your ear
canals. The wax and tiny hairs in these passages trap dust and
other foreign particles that could damage deeper structures, such
as your eardrum.

….but you can have too much of a good thing

While people with too little earwax are likely to experience itchy
ears that are more prone to infection, an ear canal blocked up with
earwax can cause earaches, mild deafness, a sensation of
fullness in the ear, tinnitus, infections and other problems.



The Human Ear
Your earwax says a lot about you

There are actually two kinds of earwax – wet and dry. Wet earwax is
more common among Caucasian and African people and is typically
dark yellow and sticky. For those with East Asian or Native American
ancestry, ear wax is typically light in color, dry and flaky.

Your earwax can change color

The consistency of your earwax will vary depending on your
environment and diet. You may get darker wax if you work in a dirty
environment. Wax that’s been in your ear longer will generally be darker
because it’s trapped more dirt.

You should never stick ANYTHING into your ears

It’s not recommended to stick anything in your ears to remove ear wax.
Not only is it dangerous to stick cotton buds, paper clips, bobby pins or
anything else sharp into your ears – but it can also make problems with
wax build up a lot worse as you push the wax further into your ear
canals.

Earwax is a common cause of hearing problems

Earwax can create problems for our hearing when it starts to build up in
our ears, a process known as impaction.

The symptoms of impacted earwax are hearing loss, earache, sense of
ear fullness, itchiness in the ear, dizziness, ringing in the ear and a
cough.



The Human Ear
Sign language is a process where one uses hand signs and
motions to communicate with someone who can’t hear.

Can you spell your name in Sign Language? 



The Human Ear



The Human Ear
The middle ear contains
three tiny bones: 

Hammer (malleus) —
attached to the eardrum. 
Anvil (incus) — in the middle
of the chain of bones. 
Stirrup (stapes) — attached to
the membrane-covered
opening that connects the
middle ear with the inner ear
(oval window)

The smallest bone in the human body is found in
the ear, and it’s the stapes.



The Human Ear

Draw a line to match up the common names of the tiny
bones to the scientific names:

 
Hammer       Anvil       Stirrup  



The Human Ear
Circle the right answer for each question.

Your ear is an1.

2.  Your ear helps you ____and _______.

3.  Your ear has 3 parts, what are they?

4.  Your ear has earwax in it. Is earwax really wax?

5.  You have tiny bones in your ear.  What are they called?

6.  Which tiny bone is the smallest one in your whole body?
 

dog, cat, stirrup

organ, Morgan, song 

sit and stay
drink and eat

hear and balance

middle, rest, and last
middle, outter and inner

middle, side, and back

yes
no

Hammer,Anvil,Stirrup
screwdriver, nut, bolt
window, door, broom


